Introduction

Papers of a St. Louis literary and Hungarian leader. Includes correspondence, manuscripts and collected materials.

Box List

Box 1

Condensed Hungarian Geography
English Articles--B.A. Education
English Publications
European Trip
Gilgamesh Manuscript and Articles
John Xantus, Manuscript
John Xantus, Articles and Manuscripts
Literature--Art
Manuscript About Christian Unity
Manuscript by L. Konnyu
Manuscript of Little Christmas Story
Memories of Leslie Konnyu and Correspondence
North American Indians Locations
Ozark Museum, Charles Zagonyi’s Porte Presentation, 1978
Parlaghy Vilma Biography
Parlaghy Vilma Correspondence
The First Hungarians in Missouri and Iowa

Box 2

A. Haraszthy
Correspondence, 1981
Dsida--Translation into English
English Publications
Hungarian Art in Missouri
Hungarian Congress, 1981
Hungarian Congress, 1985
Hungarian Transylvania, Manuscript
Lecture--Hungarian Folk Life in Missouri
Lectures--Kodaly, Haydin in Hungary
Lectures--Two-Way Traffic, Hungarian Influence on American Culture
Manuscript of Literary Golden Jubilee
Manuscript of The Hungarian Bouquet
Manuscripts, Correspondence, Articles and Critics about Books
Margit Vincenz—Leslie Konnyu Introduction at T.S. Eliot Society
Mindszenty--Beautifying Process

The State Historical Society of Missouri Manuscript Collection
11/19/2013
More on the Hungarian Transylvania
Munkacsy in America, Lecture
The Opening of the Book Exhibition by Konnyu
Tollas Tibor--Poetry Readings
Vicaties--March 15, Independence Day

Box 3
Correspondence Between Konnyu and Mesko Lajos
Correspondence from 1945-1961
Goldsboro--North Carolina
Hungarian Literature in America
Hungarian Writers in America
International PEN Congress, 1966
Irene Olbey’s Poetry published by Konnyu and Correspondence
Manuscripts and Correspondence about Hungarian American Literature
Mindszenty
Musical Program of Cupples House
Newspaper Articles, 1956-1957
Portland, 1985
Realism and Impressionism in Hungarian Art
Reviews about the Hungarian Art Show
Revision of Modern Literature, 1968
San Francisco
Second International Congress of Hungarian Philology on Vienna’s University, 1986
Slide Show to Lectures
Turn of the Century’s Hungarian Art

Box 4
American Hungarian Review
American Hungarian Writers
Correspondence about Music--Art
Correspondence with Birtalan Istvan
Correspondence with Gyimesi Kasas Erno
Correspondence with Illyes Elemer
Correspondence with Professor Kardos T, 1970
Correspondence with Szathmary Lajos
Correspondence with Transylvania Writer, Albert Wass
Correspondence, 1970-1971
Correspondence, 1974-1975
Correspondence, 1976
Grosz Jozsef, Translator
Orders and Correspondence--Hungarian Transylvania

Box 5
Correspondence 1982
Correspondence and Subscriptions, 1980
Correspondence and Trip to Paris—Magyarovszag
Correspondence, 1977-1980
Correspondence, 1981
Correspondence, 1985
Correspondence, 1990
Documentation Transylvania, 1982

Box 6
50th Anniversary—Remnants
American Hungarian Congress, Cleveland, 1983
Correspondence and Manuscripts—Hungarian Bouquet
Correspondence, 1983
Correspondence, 1984
Correspondence, 1984
Correspondence, 1985
Correspondence, Golden Wedding
Correspondence, Orders, Expenses—Hungarian Bouquet
Correspondence, Washington, 1987; Cleveland, 1986
Golden Jubilee Album
L. Konnyu’s Golden Jubilee, 1984
Leslie Konnyu’s 50th Literary Anniversary
Los Angeles, Correspondence
More on the Magyar Album—Unpublished Material
Translation of Hungarian Poetry to Hungarian Bouquet

Box 7
Correspondence with Andrew Osze, Articles
Correspondence, Manuscripts, Orders
Hungarian Artists, Articles and Reviews
J. Orsolya Artist, Articles and Correspondence
Manuscript and Correspondence, 1982
Professional Hungarian Artists Outside of Hungary
Professional Hungarian Artists—Articles, Correspondence
Reviews of American Hungarian Literature, 1988

Box 8
Anniversary of Petofi—Problems of Poetry Translation
Cartography, 1966
Correspondence
Correspondence and Photographs from 1988
Correspondence, 1986
Correspondence, 1988
Donation to Southern Illinois University
Kansas State University, 1966-1967
Lecture—As I See America
ACCESSION CA5235
KONNYU, LESLIE (1914-1992), PAPERS

Manuscript of Egz Kolto Visszanez
Radio Lecture: Hungary After World War I
St. Louis University, 1965-1966
U.S. Agrarian Politicians

Box 9
Articles and Correspondence, 1987
Bettelheim, Copyright
Bettelheim, Left Over
Bettelheim--Excess Materials, Correspondence
Civil War--Rombauers
Correspondence, 1987
Correspondence, 1987
Correspondence, 1990
Documentation of Bettelheim Brookfield Property from 1968
Manuscript of Bettelheims--Photographs, Portraits
Manuscript, Hungarian Bouquet
Manuscripts, Correspondence, 1987
Opening of American-Hungarian Congress, Cleveland, 1991
Second Manuscript to Hungarian Bouquet
T.S. Eliot Celebration, 1980--A Lecture by Konnyu
T.S. Eliot Memorial Plaque
The Dancing Girl, 1990
Transylvania--Photographs

Box 10
A Condensed Geography of Hungary
Correspondence and Orders for Publications of Poetry
Correspondence with Givincsi Naria
G. J. Zolnay, Correspondence
G. J. Zolnay, Materials
Hungarian Culture Club
Hungarian House Association, St. Louis
Official Papers of Defense Mapping Agency
Orders for Books
Orders, Europai Naplo
Paintings, Books, etc., Given to Tamasi
St. Louis
Survey of Map Compilation
Tamasi
Tamasi Manuscript
Tamasi Photographs

Box 11
German Language Poetry Book
Magyar Ujsagok
Newspaper Articles Written by Konnyu and about Konnyu
Participation in the Hungarian Way Magazine, National Federation of American Hungarian Leaflets, Congressional Records

Box 12
Articles of 1956
Book Orders
Collected Poems
Hungarian Newspapers, Articles by or about Konnyu
Hungarian Newspapers, Reviews of Publications of Konnyu
Orders of Poetry Books and Correspondence
Orders, Ady’s Publication
Orders, Promotion, Correspondence

Box 13
Assembly Sacramento
Budapest TV, 1988
California Assembly, 1980-1986
Cleveland, 1988
Congress Campaign, 1986-1988
Congressional Letters
Congressman Ernie Konnyu
Correspondence, 1991-1992
Duray--Representative of Hungarians in Czechoslovakia
Hungary in the News
Letters of Famous People
New Buda, Iowa--Davis City, 1987
Ohazai Lexikonok, 1988
Translations form English to Hungarian and From Hungarian to English
Valasztasi Kompany, 1976

Box 14
Big Nose Kate
Correspondence with Hungarian Artists
Donation to St. Louis University
Finta Sanador—Dr. Vajda G. Levelezese
Helene Stone Dissertation
Letters of Famous Americans
Letters of Famous Americans
Nyiro Jozsef Szuletesenek Centennariuma
Photographs of Collected Art
St. Louis University Exhibit
Tamasi Manuscript
The Legacy of Alexander Finta